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This eBook edition of "SHE FADED INTO AIR (A
Thriller)" has been formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices.
Excerpt: "The story of the alleged disappearance of
Evelyn Cross was too fantastic for credence.
According to the available evidence, she melted into
thin air shortly after four o'clock on a foggy afternoon
in late October. One minute, she was visible in the
flesh--a fashionable blonde, nineteen years of age
and weighing about eight and a half stone. The next
minute, she was gone...." Ethel Lina White
(1876-1944) was a British crime writer, best known
for her novel The Wheel Spins, on which the Alfred
Hitchcock film, The Lady Vanishes, was based.
JOHN PURKISS, THE RATCATCHER, RETURNS
IN BOOK 2 OF THE BESTSELLING ACTION
THRILLER SERIES Purkiss’s job is to track down
rogue elements within British intelligence.
Summoned to Amsterdam to investigate a cryptic
message about one such agent, Darius Pope,
Purkiss quickly discovers he’s facing an opponent of
unusual ingenuity – and capable of extreme
violence. Within hours Pope has disappeared, and
two CIA agents are dead. In Virginia, a young
musician, Nina Ramirez, finds herself haunted by
watchers, men who seem to be stalking her at every
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turn. Are the watchers genuine, or products of her
increasingly troubled mind? As the body count rises,
Purkiss pursues Pope to the eastern United States,
striving to stop him while avoiding a potentially
disastrous political confrontation between the CIA
and British Intelligence. But Purkiss is faced with two
questions. Why is Pope systematically murdering
CIA agents? And who will be next? With assistance
from an unexpected source, Purkiss discovers he’s
in a race against time before Pope’s and Nina’s
destinies converge in New York City. Something
he’ll be able to prevent only by uncovering the
secret of a monstrous, fifteen-year-old Honduran
operation known as Caliban… Darker, harder-edged
and more terrifying than Ratcatcher, Delivering
Caliban confronts John Purkiss in ways – physically,
emotionally, and morally – he’s never yet
experienced. (Espionage, spy, series, CIA, black
ops, medical experimentation, suspense, mystery,
conspiracy, revenge, vengeance, vigilante,
assassination, terrorism, British)
The most riveting reads in history meet today's
biggest thriller writers in Thrillers: 100 MustReads.Edited by David Morrell and Hank Wagner,
Thrillers: 100 Must-Reads examines 100 seminal
works of suspense through essays contributed by
such esteemed modern thriller writers as: David
Baldacci, Steve Berry, Sandra Brown, Lee Child,
Jeffery Deaver, Tess Gerritsen, Heather Graham,
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John Lescroart, Gayle Lynds, Katherine Neville,
Michael Palmer, James Rollins, R. L. Stine, and
many more.Thrillers: 100 Must-Reads features 100
works - from Beowulf to The Bourne Identity, Dracula
to Deliverance, Heart of Darkness to The Hunt for
Red October - deemed must-reads by the
International Thriller Writers organization.Much more
than an anthology, Thrillers: 100 Must-Reads goes
deep inside the most notable thrillers published over
the centuries. Through lively, spirited, and thoughtful
essays that examine each work's significance,
impact, and influence, Thrillers: 100 Must-Reads
provides both historical and personal perspective on
those spellbinding works that have kept readers on
the edge of their seats for centuries.
A bundle of books #1 (GIRL, ALONE), #2 (GIRL,
TAKEN), and #3 (GIRL, HUNTED) in Blake Pierce’s
Ella Dark FBI suspense thriller series! This bundle
offers books one, two, and three in one convenient
file, with over 150,000 words of reading. In GIRL,
ALONE, FBI Agent Ella Dark, 29, is given her big
chance to achieve her life’s dream: to join the
Behavioral Crimes Unit. Ella has a hidden
obsession: she has studied serial killers from the
time she could read, devastated by the murder of her
own sister. With her photographic memory, she has
obtained an encyclopedic knowledge of every serial
killer, every victim and every case. Singled out for
her brilliant mind, Ella is invited to join the big
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leagues. But when a killer strikes in the swamps of
Louisiana, Ella soon comes to learn that the real
thing is nothing she could expect. Face to face with a
real murder, a real killer, and a real ticking clock, Ella
realizes she can’t rely on her knowledge. She must
learn to trust her instinct, and allow herself to enter
the dark canals of a real killer’s mind. If she gets it
wrong, her career is at stake. And so is the next
victim’s life. Will Ella’s talent be an asset? Or the
source of her downfall? In GIRL, TAKEN, victims are
being found murdered in the Pacific Northwest, their
bodies strung up high in the branches of Redwood
trees. It is presumed to be the work of a serial killer
dubbed “The Artist Killer.” Ella feels so close to
catching him, feels certain she has read of similar
murders—but this time, her knowledge fails her. Can
she catch a killer without her talent? Or will it return
to her too late? In GIRL, HUNTED, after a woman
barely escapes from the car of a serial killer, Ella
recalls unique details from prior cases just like it. But
this serial killer recalls them, too—and he is
determined to do the one thing Ella never
anticipates: to stray from his predecessors. The
deadly game of cat and mouse that follows leaves
Ella wondering: do her talents have a limit? Has she
finally met her match? An action-packed mystery
series of international intrigue and riveting suspense,
the ELLA DARK FBI suspense thriller series will
have you turning pages late into the night. Books
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#4-#6 are also available!
If you were broken, could you save the world?
Watchers, the debut apocalyptic science fiction
thriller from Craig Priestley, blends sci-fi, drama,
horror, dark humour and even romance seamlessly,
resulting in ONE OF THE MOST UNIQUE READS
OF 2020. "They're listening." Those are the
irreversible words that tear Charlie Taylor's world
apart. Struggling through everyday life in London,
Charlie loses his job, his friends, and more than he
could ever imagine. The only thing that keeps him
from spiralling completely is his inexplicable
infatuation with the barmaid. While Charlie fights
tooth and nail to survive, so does the world around
him. Humanity deteriorates at a rapid rate, with
criminal acts rising worldwide. The police find
themselves stretched, the government clueless, but
Charlie's eyes are open. Carrying the burden on his
shoulders, not only must Charlie fight his own
personal demons, but now he must also find the
strength to stop everyone from theirs. You'll love
Watchers if you enjoy... Fantastic tales that aren't
afraid to pack a punch. Immersive storytelling
focused on interesting characters. Gripping
apocalyptic stories. A sprinkling of horror. And a
good chunk of dark humour. About the author Craig
Priestley is a fiction author based in London, UK. He
graduated from the University of Greenwich with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Media Writing. After
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graduating, he worked in television production and
advertising as an award-winning producer - but the
love for creative writing remained. He is obsessed
with creating fictional worlds, his fiancée, and
animals of any kind (especially dogs). WARNING:
This book contains several scenes of a graphic
nature and occasional swearing. Reader discretion is
advised.
Young Abby Sherman has been summoned to
Israel, where a Watcher, the Sentinel of Jerusalem,
lies dying. In her last breaths, the woman tells Abby
of an ancient document prophesying humanity's fullscale entry into the ongoing conflict between the
armies of heaven and fallen angels. When Abby
issues an Internet prayer warning, she unwillingly
sets in motion a series of events that will uncover
one of America's hottest secrets. Here's a story to
enthrall, educate, and energize Christians into
participating in real-life strategic prayer--a novel
featuring exotic international locales, chilling scenes
of evil in action, multiple-character plot lines, and a
clash against real-life spiritual "principalities and
powers" carrying eternal consequences.
A chilling tale based on true events from the
bestselling author of the critically acclaimed debut
The Ghost Hunters. At the height of the Cold War,
officials at the Ministry of Defence conducted a
highly secret investigation into unusual events that
occurred along a strip of rugged coastline within the
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Pembrokeshire National Park nicknamed 'The Broad
Haven Triangle'. The events made national
headlines: lights and objects hovering in the sky,
ghostly figures peering into farmhouse windows,
cowering animals, and poltergeists plaguing a
terrified family of witnesses. Thirty years later, official
files pertaining to these occurrences were finally
released for public scrutiny at the National Archives.
The disclosure prompted a new witness to come
forward to speak of what he knew. His testimony
rocked the very foundations of the British
Government. This is his story.
Musaicum Books presents to you this carefully
created volume of "The Leavenworth Case & Other
Detective Novels - 22 Thrillers in One Edition". This
ebook has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability
on all devices. Anna Katharine Green (1846-1935)
was an American poet and novelist. Green has been
called "the mother of the detective novel". Green is
credited with shaping detective fiction into its classic
form, and developing the series detective. Her main
character was detective Ebenezer Gryce of the New
York Metropolitan Police Force, but in three novels
he is assisted by the nosy society spinster Amelia
Butterworth, the prototype for Miss Marple, Miss
Silver and other creations. She also invented the 'girl
detective': in the character of Violet Strange, a
debutante with a secret life as a sleuth. Indeed, as
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journalist Kathy Hickman writes, Green "stamped the
mystery genre with the distinctive features that would
influence writers from Agatha Christie and Conan
Doyle to contemporary authors of suspenseful
"whodunits". She was one of the first writers of
detective fiction in America and distinguished herself
by writing well plotted, legally accurate stories. In
addition to creating elderly spinster and young
female sleuths, Green's innovative plot devices
included dead bodies in libraries, newspaper
clippings as "clews", the coroner's inquest, and
expert witnesses. Table of Contents: The
Leavenworth Case A Strange Disappearance X Y Z:
A Detective Story Hand and Ring The Mill Mystery
The Forsaken Inn Cynthia Wakeham's Money
Agatha Webb One of My Sons The Filigree Ball The
Millionaire Baby The Chief Legatee' The Woman in
the Alcove The Mayor's Wife The House of the
Whispering Pines Three Thousand Dollars Initials
Only Dark Hollow The Mystery of the Hasty Arrow
That Affair Next Door Lost Man's Lane The Circular
Study
What if the agency mole were you? Europe Clandestine
Service secret agents Justin Hall and Carrie O'Connor
are hunting terrorists plotting an attack against a Belgium
train station. The agents are close to dismantling the
jihadists' cell, when news of a classified intelligence leak
threatens to destroy Justin's career and land him in jail.
Forced to follow orders and leave Carrie behind, Justin is
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dispatched to Iraq with a new operative to find the source
of the leak. There's just one problem. In order to find the
leak and stop the terrorists in time, he may just have to
go rogue, and if he does that, there might be no coming
back… The Belgian Bagman is the perfect edge-of-yourseat espionage thriller that will electrify you with fastpaced action, rich characters, and superbly-crafted plots.
If you like Tom Clancy, Vince Flynn or Ian Fleming,
you’ll love The Belgian Bagman. Reviews ????? "Ethan
Jones continues the Justin Hall series with a well-written
novel. He only leaves you wanting more. There are a lot
of writers that follow this but barely meet Ethan's level of
skill." ????? "Wow!!! I don't know where to begin except
to repeat myself and say "Wow"!!! My heart is still
pounding from the thrill and suspense. This is Ethan
Jones at his best. Super spy Justin Hall is back at work
again. He keeps you on the edge of your seat beginning
on page one and not letting up until the end of the novel.
Follow along as you are led down a winding pathway of
intrigue and covert ops." ????? "If you are looking for one
super book that will keep you biting your nails in its
entirety then this is most definitely the one for you!! I
read a lot of books, most of which I really enjoy, but this
one has to be at the top of my list for most entertaining!!"
????? "Another great Justin Hall thriller. Ethan Jones has
really outdone himself this time. This is a fast-paced
book full of twists and turns and the centre of action has
been shifted to Europe. Ethan has added so much depth
to Justin's character that one feels he has surpassed
Vince Flynn's Mitch Rapp. Fast-paced, with twists and
turns around every corner, this is by far the best book of
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the series." ????? "#1 Amazon Bestselling author Ethan
Jones proved himself on this page-turner once again,
why he is known around the world for his espionage
writing. The book was well written…” The Justin Hall
Series This best-selling series has thousands of five-star
reviews and hundreds of thousands of sales and
downloads. Each book is a clean, self-contained
international espionage mission without cliffhangers and
can be enjoyed on its own. A high-octane thriller, with
terrorist subterfuge all wrapped up and ready to explode!
Scroll up, click and get lost in the adrenaline-drenched
world of Justin Hall now! Keywords belgian Belgium
bagman bag, man thriller assassinations conspiracies
crime espionage military political psychological
technothrillers terrorism suspense spy intrigue
adrenaline blood war action spies shooting revenge
hostage ransom kidnapping security Justin Hall Carrie
O’Connor CIA secret agent agents operatives
clandestine covert mission asset assets affairs explosion
action & adventure war & military Mossad ISIS Iraq
Saudi Arabia Canada war warfare Syria
There’s no such thing as friendly fire… Set-up and
wounded, CIS spymaster Javin Pierce is determined to
send a message to the Mossad agents who betrayed
him and tried to destroy his team. They escaped justice,
but CIS has moved on… Javin hasn’t. Short on official
options, Javin partners with a Russian SVR agent to
ensure Mossad pays. The deal might cost him his life,
but he cannot rest until he has made his enemies pay.
But can he fight a single-handed war with Mossad? And
is revenge something worth losing everything? Now
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more than ever, Javin has to complete this unsanctioned
mission … all without leaving a trace. Counterblow is the
bombshell conclusion to Javin’s jaw-dropping,
adrenaline-drenched mission that will keep you
compulsively turning the pages for a satisfying finale…
Reviews ????? “Full of suspense and nail-biting action. If
you like espionage and suspense you will love Ethan
Jones’ books.” ????? “Ethan should be in the same
category as Brad Thor, Vince Flynn and James Rollins. If
you have not read all of the series… you are missing out
on some good reads.” ????? “A great fast paced thrill
ride... another five star book.” ????? “Within months of
an actual world event, Ethan manages to work the event
into the plot, and not just as some side thought but an
applicable reference and use. It's great to see an author
that responsive and that quick at cranking out material. …
Pick a series and start enjoying immediately.” ????? “…
as always, you have a winner, a fantastic story… The
Javin Pierce Spy Thriller Series Ethan Jones brings you
Counterblow, the seventh novel in this best-selling series
with hundreds of five-star reviews and thousands of
sales and downloads. It’s an impossible-to-put-down,
action-filled adventure. Counterblow will keep you on the
edge of your seat and confirms Ethan Jones’ place as a
spy fiction master. Scroll up, click and get lost in the fastpaced world of Javin Pierce now!
Two creatures, the end result of experiments in genetic
engineering and enhanced intelligence, escape from a
government laboratory and bring either death and
destruction or a touching new kind of love to those they
encounter. Reissue.
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Can a lethal assassin have a soft side? After a botched
operation in Geneva, Javin Pierce and his partner are
offered the chance to return to the CIS if they eliminate
two senior ISIS leaders hiding in Iraq. Dispatched to the
lawless lands, Javin and Claudia start to gather intel, and
soon find themselves immersed in a sinister corruption
scheme that reaches top-level Iraqi officials. Javin isn’t
about to walk away. Now, being hunted down by ruthless
ISIS fighters, the team fights to survive and navigate
crooked, ever-shifting allegiances. As Javin and Claudia
forge bonds with unlikely local allies from a refugee
camp, Javin gets more than he bargained for. The
evidence leads to Europe and an elaborate retrieval that,
if successful, will tear down the entire corruption scheme
and bring desperate relief to the camp. Javin now
realizes his ticket back into the agency might be his most
dangerous but satisfying mission yet. How will Javin
clean up the targets, get back into the agency, and
execute the seemingly impossible retrieval, all without
leaving a trace? Retrieval is a heart-pounding ride from
start to finish in the tradition of Robert Ludlum, Vince
Flynn, and Ian Fleming. The next, highly-anticipated
installment in the Javin Pierce series is a stay-up-allnight spy thriller all wrapped up and ready to explode.
You won’t be able to put it down. Reviews ?????
“…phenomenal job” ????? “I couldn't put this one down!
This might be the best of the best yet!” ????? “Another
clear winner from Ethan Jones.” ????? “The action is
non-stop, electrifying, moving at an invigorating pace
with plenty of twists and turns.” ????? “Loved it!” The
Javin Pierce Series Retrieval is the fourth novel in this
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best-selling series with hundreds of five-star reviews and
thousands of sales and downloads. Each book is a selfcontained story without cliffhangers and can be enjoyed
on its own. Grab a copy of the book now to enjoy an
exclusive short story: A Grenade Named Ghaffari Learn
the mystery surrounding an elusive senior ISIS leader. If
you want never-ending suspense and action, with
intricate plots, and captivating characters, then Javin
Pierce is your man. Start the adrenaline rush and enjoy
Retrieval now.
Max Thorne is a Russian covert operative ... or is he?
Demoted FSB Agent Max Thorne, struggling with a
troubled, unknown past and aimless future, accepts a
near-impossible assignment: bring a traitor who is hiding
in the United States back home to Russia. Max has
never lost any of the high-value detainees he transports,
and this mission could prove his allegiance to the
agency. But he’d be working in hostile territory, with an
untested new team, and his career and life are on the
line. As the Russian team is ambushed while descending
on Washington, DC, Max discovers that his fate is
inescapably linked to that of the “traitor.” Now there is
even more at stake … his mysterious past may tie him to
the CIA. With no time to determine whom to trust, will he
find the courage to stand between the Russian service
and an innocent man? And in doing so, will Max be
deemed a traitor himself? Reviews “You want non-stop
action? Give it a shot.” Catherine Coulter “An
entertaining, action filled novel.” “It was excellent!” “I
enjoyed the book immensely.” “Fantastic! ...Bottom line:
this is a great job.” “In my view, Jones is fast becoming
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a number one writer in this type of fiction. I highly
recommend you not only read the Agent Rising book 1
but it’s prequel novella 18 Minutes which will lead the
reader into the darkness which is the Russian FSB.”
“The 1st full novel of Max Thorne is one which keeps
your interest all the way thru…I highly recommend this
book.” “To say I enjoyed it would be an understatement
this is really a fast-paced and masterfully executed
thriller.” The Max Thorne Spy Thriller Series Ethan
Jones, bestselling author of the Justin Hall and Javin
Pierce spy series, brings you Agent Rising, the first novel
in the impossible-to-put-down, fast-paced new series that
will leave you breathless and confirms Ethan Jones’
place as a spy fiction master. Agent Rising comes with
bonus content and has clean language with no sex
scenes. If you like page-turning, high-stakes, heartpounding thrillers in the tradition of Clancy, Flynn, Child,
or Fleming, you will love Thorne. Start reading Agent
Rising – and enjoy the explosive first book in the new
Max Thorne Spy Thriller series now.
Can Justin stop the impending terror of the Covert
Assassin? CIS deadliest spy, Justin Hall, is sent to find a
rogue British operative suspected of treason. The
mission escalates when Justin discovers a brilliant
assassination plot against Russia’s president, which
forces him to ally with Chinese foreign security tracking
their own missing agent. Justin and his dubious Chinese
partner uncover a chilling connection between the two
wanted operatives. Now with no time to look back, and
lives at stake, Justin is in a relentless race across the
globe to stop Her Majesty, the Kremlin, and the People’s
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Republic from an all-out war. Reviews ????? "With more
twists and turns, ups and downs, this nail-biting thriller
will keep you on the edge of your seat until it reaches its
climactic end. Don’t miss this book in the Justin Hall
series. If you like Flynn, Thor, Baldacci, Cooper, Ludlum
or other writers of this type, you will love Ethan Jones."
????? "I didn’t get to bed until 2:30 am because I just
couldn’t put it down!" ????? "It's a heart-pounding ride
from start to finish." The Justin Hall Spy Thriller Series
Enjoy this best-selling series with hundreds of five-star
reviews and thousands of sales and downloads. Each
book is a clean, self-contained international espionage
mission without cliffhangers and can be enjoyed on its
own. Covert Assassin’s fast-paced plot twists, relentless
action, and cleverly crafted characters will leave you
breathless. Enjoy espionage, intrigue, suspense, and
action. If you like Silva, Baldacci, Child, Clancy, DeMille,
Follett, Patterson, Ludlum, Bell, Thor or Flynn, you’ll
love Jones’s latest adrenaline-drenched spy thriller. Just
scroll up, click, and get lost in the action-packed,
captivating world of Justin Hall now!
Mysteries, horror stories, and thrillers keep readers'
hearts pounding and their bodies firmly planted on the
edge of their seats. The authors who have provided
some of the greatest literary adrenaline rushes in history
are profiled in this book. These individuals challenge
readers to solve crimes, delve into the supernatural, and
face their deepest fears—all in the name of
entertainment and edification. By examining the lives of
many of the writers behind these popular
works—including Raymond Chandler, Agatha Christie,
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John Grisham, Stephanie Meyer, and Bram
Stoker—readers will also learn about the evolution of
these genres, as well as the impetus behind the creation
of many best-selling titles therein.
???????? ????????????? ????????????????????????
???????????????????????…… ???????????????????????
???????? ?????? ????????? ???????4,000,000??
????????????No.1???5???????
????????????????????????? ? ???????????????????
??????????????????? ???????????????
????????????????????…… ? ?????? ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????…… ——??????? ? ?????????????????
?????????????????????…… ? ?????????????? Misa?????
NeKo ???youtuber ??? Ruby ?????????????? ????????
??????? ?????????? ?????? ???????????????????
?????????? ???????? ????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????PA?? ??????? ?????????????
????????? ????????? ???????????????? ?????????????
???????????????——????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????——???????????????????????
????????????????????????? ——???????? ?????????????
?????????????????……??????????????????????????????
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The second edition of this innovative textbook
introduces students to the ways that society shapes
our many forms of entertainment and in turn, how
entertainment shapes society. Entertainment and
Society examines a broad range of types of
entertainment that we enjoy in our daily lives –
covering new areas like sports, video games,
gambling, theme parks, travel, and shopping, as well
as traditional entertainment media such as film,
television, and print. A primary emphasis is placed
on the impact of technological and cultural
convergence on innovation and the influence of
contemporary entertainment. The authors begin with
a general overview of the study of entertainment,
introducing readers to various ways of understanding
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leisure and play, and then go on to trace a brief
history of the development of entertainment from its
live forms through mediated technology. Subsequent
chapters review a broad range of theories and
research and provide focused discussions of the
relationship between entertainment and key societal
factors including economics and commerce, culture,
law, politics, ethics, advocacy and technology. The
authors conclude by highlighting innovations and
emerging trends in live and mediated entertainment
and exploring their implications for the future. The
new edition features updated examples and
pedagogical features throughout including text
boxes, case studies, student activities, questions for
discussion, and suggestions for further reading.
In Graham Greene's Thrillers and the 1930s Brian
Diemert examines the first and most prolific phase of
Graham Greene's career, demonstrating the close
relationship between Greene's fiction and the
political, economic, social, and literary contexts of
the period. Situating Greene alongside other young
writers who responded to the worsening political
climate of the 1930s by promoting social and political
reform, Diemert argues that Greene believed
literature could not be divorced from its social and
political milieu and saw popular forms of writing as
the best way to inform a wide audience.
??????????????????·???????????????????????????
?????????,?????????,???200?????????????????,??
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Spies on the hunt. A traitor in their midst. Suspicions
are high and time is short. Who is behind the
betrayal? Spy Master Javin wants to eliminate two
terrorist masterminds, but he's not the only one
looking for them. When the mission suspiciously
goes awry, his team is forced into a dubious alliance
with Mossad and the infamous Iranian Islamic
Revolutionary Guard. Pursuing the terrorists deep
into hostile Saudi Arabia, they not only discover an
assassination plot that could topple the Saudi
kingdom, but also suspect a traitor has infiltrated
their team. Who is behind this betrayal? With
suspicions high and time short, can Javin and
Claudia unmask the traitor and stop the
assassination plot before the Middle East is plunged
into an all-out war? Reviews ????? “I could not put
the book down and can’t wait for the 3rd book in the
series.” ????? “Once again, Ethan, you’ve nailed
it…” ????? “A stunning fast paced adventure with a
riveting storyline!!!” ????? “What a way to end the
book!” ????? “Ongoing action, packed with tension
and suspense and some spectacular twists; I quite
kept forgetting to breathe!” The Javin Pierce Spy
Thriller Series Betrayal is the second novel in this
explosive, fast-paced, bestselling series with
hundreds of five-star reviews and thousands of sales
and downloads. Each book is a self-contained story
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without cliffhangers and can be enjoyed on its own. If
you like Ludlum, le Carré, Fleming, or Flynn, you’ll
love Betrayal. Scroll up and join Javin now as he
embarks on his next explosive mission—and be part
of the new series that is igniting the globe!
Nail-biting suspense with strong spiritual themesincluding the role of prayer in the battle between
good and evil. Enjoyable for fans of Dekker and
Peretti.
One group stands in the way of Jessie and her evil
plan-The Watchers. When Jessie Hailey stole a book
of dark arts from the bookshop in her backwoods
hometown of Beauchamp, Louisiana, she freed
Arraziel, one of the Fallen, and used his power to
take revenge on her tormentors. But Jessie was
unaware the ancient evil she unleashed was intent
on destroying the world. Spellbound by the King of
the Fallen, and with Arraziel at her command, Jessie
travels to Chicago to build an army and free the
monstrous King of the Fallen from the Realm of
Second Death.
The No.1 bestselling classic from Dean Koontz, the
master of chilling suspense, that will thrill fans of
Stephen King and the Odd Thomas series. They
escape from a secret government project: two
mutant creatures, both changed utterly from the
animals they once were. And no one who
encounters them will ever be the same again. A
lonely widower, a ruthless assassin, a beautiful
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woman, a government agent. Drawn together in a
deadly hunt, all four are inexorably propelled towards
a confrontation with an evil beyond human
imagining.
A deadly hunt towards evil... Watchers is an
unmissable thriller from bestselling author Dean
Koontz, exploring conspiracy theories alongside a
gripping struggle for survival. Perfect for fans of
Stephen King and Richard Laymon. 'A winner. Give
this one a straight 10 right across the board' - The
San Francisco Examiner They escape from a secret
government: two mutant creatures, both changed
utterly from the animals they once were. And no one
who encounters them will ever be the same again: a
lonely widower; a ruthless assassin; a beautiful
woman; a government agent. Drawn together in a
deadly hunt, all four are inexorably propelled towards
an evil beyond human imagining. What readers are
saying about Watchers: 'This book is a tour de force!
An utterly fantastic read with great plot and
characterisation' 'A dazzling combination of
suspense, horror, and romance' 'The best book I
have ever read'
"Why, Rafaela? Why..." "I'm sorry, commander, we have all
been deceived." In this gripping scifi adventure, Samyaza and
the watchers race to prevent her kin from destroying Eden,
and all hope of survival for her species. Returning to Eden to
rotate watchers, commander Samyaza discovers Heaven has
been away from the planet for over a thousand years.
Ordered by the seraphim to take the ark, a communication
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satellite orbiting Eden, down to the world's surface in efforts
to learn what has happened in their absence, her team
quickly begins to unveil shocking revelations. Between the
genetic modification of Eden's lifeforms by the watchers
which result in the creation of humanoids, and the Seraphim's
attempts to destroy them by flooding the planet, Samyaza
finds herself caught up in a desperate struggle to prevent the
destruction of her people, the humanoids, Eden and Heaven.
Horror, mystery, and action packed prose await.
A bundle of books #1 (GIRL, ALONE) and #2 (GIRL, TAKEN)
in Blake Pierce’s Ella Dark Mystery series! This bundle offers
books one and two in one convenient file, with over 100,000
words of reading. FBI Agent Ella Dark, 29, is given her big
chance to achieve her life’s dream: to join the Behavorial
Crimes Unit. Ella has a hidden obsession: she has studied
serial killers from the time she could read, devastated by the
murder of her own sister. With her photographic memory, she
has obtained an encyclopedic knowledge of every serial killer,
every victim and every case. Singled out for her brilliant mind,
Ella is invited to join the big leagues. In GIRL, ALONE (Book
#1), when a killer strikes in the swamps of Louisiana, Ella
soon comes to learn that the real thing is nothing she could
expect. Face to face with a real murder, a real killer, and a
real ticking clock, Ella realizes she can’t rely on her
knowledge. She must learn to trust her instinct, and allow
herself to enter the dark canals of a real killer’s mind. If she
gets it wrong, her career is at stake. And so is the next
victim’s life. Will Ella’s talent be an asset? Or the source of
her downfall? In GIRL, TAKEN (Book #2), Victims are being
found murdered in the Pacific Northwest, their bodies strung
up high in the branches of Redwood trees. It is presumed to
be the work of a serial killer dubbed “The Artist Killer.” Ella
feels so close to catching him, feels certain she has read of
similar murders—but this time, her knowledge fails her. Can
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she catch a killer without her talent? Or will it return to her too
late? A page-turning and harrowing crime thriller featuring a
brilliant and tortured FBI agent, the ELLA DARK series is a
riveting mystery, packed with suspense, twists and turns,
revelations, and driven by a breakneck pace that will keep
you flipping pages late into the night. Book #3 in the
series—GIRL, HUNTED—is now also available.
They’re tracking you… Back into service after going rogue,
Javin Pierce and his partner Claudia are working with the
Chinese intelligence agency to discover a traitor among their
ranks. Paired with a team they can’t trust, the agents are
facing a crafty hacker that moves in the darkest shadows of
cyberspace. As Javin and Claudia get closer to discovering
the traitor’s identity, they realize this is only the beginning…
As they now go head-to-head against a man determined to
sacrifice all others to save himself, how will Javin and Claudia
outwit the hacker and bring down the traitor posing as a
patriot? Reviews ?????"The twists and turns, ups and downs,
wow. It was awesome." ?????"I am blown away!" ?????
“Once I started, I couldn’t put it down.” ????? “Interception
is yet another roller coaster ride for our hero, full of action that
will keep the reader glued to the novel. A must read for fans
of this series. Ethan Jones does not disappoint in this book.”
????? “These books get better and better with each story.
Read this one in one sitting…” ????? “As always there is an
exceptional cast of characters, so much action you’ll be worn
out and an awesome story line so intriguing you won’t be
able to put this book down.” The Javin Pierce Spy Thriller
Series Ethan Jones, Amazon bestselling author of the Justin
Hall and Javin Pierce spy series, brings you Interception, the
fifth novel in this best-selling series with hundreds of five-star
reviews and thousands of sales and downloads. Each book is
a clean, self-contained story without cliffhangers and can be
enjoyed on its own. An impossible-to-put-down, adrenalinePage 23/28
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filled adventure, that will leave you breathless and confirms
Ethan Jones’ place as a spy fiction master. Scroll up, click
and get lost in the adrenaline-drenched world of Javin Pierce
now!
A reign of terror sweeps through the Victorian underworld as
a menacing figure seeks to impose his will on the criminals of
London. On the abandoned wharves of the docklands and in
the dangerous gaslit alleys of Whitechapel, hardened villains
are being murdered, dealers in stolen goods and brothel
keepers threatened. The cobbles of the old city are running
with blood, as pistol shots bark out death to any who resist.
Who can fight back to protect the poor and the oppressed?
The detectives of Scotland Yard are baffled as the death toll
mounts. There is, of course, William Quest - Victorian
avenger. A man brought up to know both sides of the law. But
Quest faces dangers of his own. Sinister watchers are
dogging his footsteps through the fog, as Quest becomes the
prey in a deadly manhunt, threatened by a vicious enemy,
fighting for his life in a thrilling climax in the most dangerous
rookery in Victorian London. Deadly Quest or dead Quest?
Would you partner with a terrorist to keep your homeland
safe? After a hair-raising mission deep inside ISIS-ruled
northern Iraq, Justin Hall, CIS’s best field operative,
discovers that terrorists’ have his homeland in their sights.
They are determined to deal a deadly blow to a famous arena
and cause massive casualties. They’ve made it personal.
Justin and his partner, Carrie O’Connor, are dispatched to
dismantle the terrorist plot in what will turn to be their
deadliest assignment. As they untangle an international web
of lies and deceits, stretching from Canada to Russia to Saudi
Arabia, they discover that their allies and enemies are not
who they seem. And when they infiltrate the heartland of
lawless Yemen, Justin and Carrie are plunged into a deathdefying operation. Can they find the truth and save their
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homeland? Reviews ????? “Another thrill ride with Justin and
Carrie. I enjoy the author's detailed writing which made me
feel like I was with Justin and Carrie chasing the bad guys.
Love the series." ????? “Ethan Jones latest entry in the Justin
Hall series starts the action quickly and continues throughout
the book. Another great read from Mr. Jones. More Justin Hall
please!” The Justin Hall Series Homeland is the seventh
novel in this best-selling series with hundreds of five-star
reviews and thousands of sales and downloads. Each book is
a self-contained story without cliffhangers and can be enjoyed
on its own. A high-octane, fast-paced, suspense thriller all
wrapped up and ready to explode! If you like Silva, Fleming,
or Flynn, you’ll love Homeland. Scroll up, click and get lost in
the action-packed, captivating world of Justin Hall now!
Keywords thriller assassinations conspiracies crime
espionage military political psychological technothrillers
terrorism suspense spy intrigue adrenaline blood war action
spies shooting revenge hostage ransom kidnapping security
Justin Hall Carrie O’Connor CIA secret agent agents
operatives clandestine covert mission asset assets affairs
explosion action & adventure war & military Mossad ISIS Iraq
Yemen Canada Iran war warfare
This carefully crafted ebook "MYSTERY & SUSPENSE"
contains more than 25 unabridged mystery and espionage
thrillers by the renowned author Edward Phillips Oppenheim
(1866 - 1946) in one edition. His novels and short stories
have all the elements of blood-racing adventure and intrigue
and are precursors of modern-day spy fictions. This ultimate
collection contains the following works: The Great
Impersonation, The Double Traitor, The Black Box, The
Devil's Paw, A Maker Of History, The New Tenant, The
Cinema Murder, The Box With Broken Seals, The Yellow
Crayon, The Yellow House; Or As A Man Lives, Mr. Marx's
Secret, The Great Secret, Mysterious Mr. Sabin, The World's
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Great Snare, The Lost Ambassador, Havoc, The Lighted
Way, The Kingdom Of The Blind, The Evil Shepherd, The
Great Prince Shan, False Evidence, The Betrayal, Jeanne Of
The Marshes, The Vanished Messenger, The Zeppelin's
Passenger, A Monk of Cruta, The Traitor, A Prince Of
Sinners, Anna The Adventuress and The Master Mummer.
For bounty hunter Victor McCain, life is complicated. After
losing his soul, he agreed to become the new Hand of God,
God's bounty hunter on Earth. His job? Track down and kill
the worst forms of evil Satan can dish out. But when an
ancient threat resurfaces, soon the hunters become the
hunted. In this action-packed sequel to The Hand of God,
Victor is closing in on his brother Mikey, who cost him his soul
and stole the woman he loves. Soon he discovers his
brother's "back up" plan: to unleash beings chained in the
darkness from the early days of man in order to bring about
the annihilation of the human race. With the help of fellow
bounty hunter Winston Reynolds, computer geek Kurt Pervis,
and the enigmatic Brother Joshua, Victor is ready to spring
his trap and rescue the lovely Samantha when it all goes
sideways. Now each member of his team is being targeted for
elimination. The only question is, can they stay alive long
enough to save the world.
FBI Agent Ella Dark has studied serial killers from the time
she could read, devastated by the murder of her own sister.
With her photographic memory, she has obtained an
encyclopedic knowledge of every serial killer, every victim
and every case. But when a serial killer strikes in the swamps
of Louisiana, Ella soon comes to learn that the real thing is
like nothing she ever expected. “A MASTERPIECE OF
THRILLER AND MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a magnificent
job developing characters with a psychological side so well
described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears
and cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book will keep
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you awake until the turn of the last page.” --Books and Movie
Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) GIRL, ALONE (An
Ella Dark FBI Suspense Thriller—Book 1) is the debut novel in
a long-anticipated new series by #1 bestseller and USA
Today bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose bestseller
Once Gone (a free download) has received over 1,000 five
star reviews. FBI Agent Ella Dark, 29, is given her big chance
to achieve her life’s dream: to join the Behavioral Crimes
Unit. Ella’s hidden obsession of gaining an encyclopedic
knowledge of serial killers has led to her being singled out for
her brilliant mind, and invited to join the big leagues. But face
to face with a real murder, a real killer, and a real ticking
clock, Ella realizes she can’t rely on her knowledge. She
must learn to trust her instinct, and allow herself to enter the
dark canals of a real killer’s mind. If she gets it wrong, her
career is at stake. And so is the next victim’s life. Will Ella’s
talent be an asset? Or the source of her downfall? A pageturning and harrowing crime thriller featuring a brilliant and
tortured FBI agent, the ELLA DARK series is a riveting
mystery, packed with suspense, twists and turns, revelations,
and driven by a breakneck pace that will keep you flipping
pages late into the night. Books #2 -#11 are also available!

Watchers
A writer compels Stride to re-open the investigation
into the murder of his former girlfriend's sister.
This carefully crafted ebook: "BRITISH MYSTERIES
- Boxed Set" is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents: Novels
Perris of the Cherry Trees The Middle Temple
Murder Dead Men's Money The Talleyrand Maxim
The Paradise Mystery The Borough Treasurer The
Chestermarke Instinct The Herapath Property The
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Orange-Yellow Diamond The Root of All Evil In The
Mayor's Parlour The Middle of Things Ravensdene
Court The Rayner-Slade Amalgamation Scarhaven
Keep The Charing Cross Mystery The Kang-He
Vase The Safety Pin Sea Fog The Borgia Cabinet
The Solution of a Mystery The Mill House Murder
Short Stories Paul Campenhaye – Specialist in
Criminology The French Maid The Yorkshire
Manufacturer The Covent Garden Fruit Shop The
Irish Mail The Tobacco-Box Mrs. Duquesne The
House on Hardress Head The Champagne Bottle
The Settling Day The Magician of Cannon Street
The Secret of the Barbican and Other Stories
Against Time The Earl, the Warder and the Wayward
Heiress The Fifteenth-Century Crozier The Yellow
Dog Room 53 The Secret of the Barbican The
Silhouette Blind Gap Moor St. Morkil's Isle ExtraJudicial The Second Capsule The Way to Jericho
Patent No. 33 The Selchester Missal The Murder in
the Mayor's Parlour Joseph Smith Fletcher
(1863-1933) was an English author, one of the
leading writers of detective fiction in the Golden Age.
After his journalist career Fletcher first wrote poems
and historical fiction, but then moved on to detective
mysteries and became one of the most prolific British
writers of the genre.
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